
Introduction 
Plaza decks, and garden (green) roof assemblies are designed very 

differently than roofing systems. Plaza deck surfaces will often need 
to accommodate continuous traffic and abuse. For that reason, design
ers try to separate the waterproofing membrane from the wearing sur
face. The presence of a wearing surface results in membrane config
uration that is unlike most conventional roofs. 

Garden roofs are also different than conventional roof membrane 
assemblies. While a garden roofing assembly is similar to a plaza deck 
assembly, it faces its own set of unique challenges. 
Conventional and IRMA Roofing Systems 

In the majority of thc roofing systems, the membrane is placed on top 
of the roofing assembly. A typical conventional roofing assembly in 
the Midwest region consists of a vapor retarder placed ovcr the roof 
deck, thcrmal insulation (often tapered to provide drainage slope for 
the roof surface), and the roof membrane. In such applications, the 
roof membranc is exposed to the environmcnt resulting in exposure to 
significantthemlal changes and UV radiation. While thermal changes 
and UV radiation can both accelerate the rate of deterioration for a 
roof membrane, an exposed roof membrane has the advantage of being 
able to dry out. As such, most roof membranes are not continuously 
subjected to moisture. 

One type of roofing system that is an exception is an inverted roof 
membrane assembly (IRMA). In an IRMA system, the roof membrane 
acts much Iikc a waterproofing membrane. Thc membrane is placcd 
directly on thc roof deck (typically a cast-in-place deck), thcn ovcrlaid 
with thermal insulation, filter fabric and ballast. Watcr passcs trough 
the ballast, filter fabric and insulation and reaches the membrane 
where it is dirccted towards thc drains. In recent years, the use of a 
drainage composite or insullation panels with drainage channels has 
become far more popular to facilitate watcr drainage at the membrane 
plane. IRMA systems protect the roof membrane from thcrmal 
changes, UV radiation and traffic. Howcver, they pose two significant 
down sides: 
I. Although moisture can drain towards the drains, moisture 
cannot readily evaporatc from the top surface of the membrane. As 
such the roof/waterproofing membrane will continuously be subjectcd 
to moisture. This will impact the longevity of most materials. 
2. Diagnosing and rcpairing problems in and IRMNA system is 
far more difficult since the roof overlaying materials will have to be 
removcd to diagnosc or repair the membrane. 

Plaza Deck Assemblies 
Plaza deck assemblies are similar to IRMA systems. However, their 

wearing surfaces arc design to accommodate traffic and provide for 
better aesthetics. There are currently two types of plaza deck assem
blies: I typically refer to them as "open joint systems" and "closed 
joint systems." The closed joints systems are the most traditional 
types of plaza assemblies. 

In the "closed joint systems", a vast majority of the storm water 
drains onto the plaza wearing surface, necessitating the use of a two
tier deck drain assembly. The wearing surface is typically constructed 
of cast-in-place concrete or mortar-set pavers. The pavers can be 
stone, brick, or precast concrete. The joints between the pavers (or the 
control joints in the cast-in-place concrete wearing slab) will then be 
sealed with sealant or mortar. These joints will inevitably crack or 
deteriorate ovcr time. The waterproofing system in a closed joint sys

tem is placed below the wearing surface 
(i.e. the mortar setting bed or concrete 
weming slab). In the older days, no 
drainage composite was typically pro
vided over the waterproofing membrane. However, more recently. 
closed joint systems typically include a drainage composite over the 
waterproofing membrane to facilitate drainage. Another advantage of 
placing a drainage composite over the waterproofing membrane is that 
it reduces the potential for critical saturation of the mortar setting bed 
or the concrete wearing slab. In cold climates, critical saturation of the 
mortar setting bed or the concrete wearing slab can lead to freeze-thaw 
damage and deterioration. For this reason, closed joint systems should 
be selected for cold regions with caution. Careful attention to the 
selection of the mortar or concrete mix, and quality control will he 
needed. Another consideration is that the salts and lime from the con
crete or mortar setting bed will lend to be washed out and clog the 
drainage composite or its filter fabric. Application of deicing salts can 
also lead to damage to the mortar setting beds and concrete surfaces 
due to crystallization pressure. 

Recently, "open joint systems" have gained more acceptance since 
they offer many advantages. These systems are also commonly 
referred to as "pedestal paver systems". In open joint systems, the vast 
majority of thc storm water is drained through the wearing surface 
open joints down to the waterproofing membrane level. As such, pri
mary waterproofing is provided by the waterproofing membrane. In 
many cases, the use of a drainage composite is not required since the 
wearing surface pavers are typically supported on pedestals or shims. 
This creates an open cavity below the pavers that facilitates good 
drainage. Another advantage offered by open joint systems is that the 
wearing surface can be constructed level for improved aesthetics. 
There is typically no need for the use of surface drains. Therefore, 
deck drains can also be concealed below the pavers. However, like 
any other altemative, open joint systems have their disadvantages. 
Without careful installation, the pavers can rock, crack or get dis
placed. Typically, the perimeter confinement of the pavers should be 
carefully designed to minimize the potential for paver shifting. 

Garden Roofs 
Garden roofs are designed similarly to IRMA and plaza decks. 

However, they pose several challenges. In a plaza assembly of IRMA 
system, water that reaches the waterproofing membrane is drained 
away from the membrane as quickly as possible. However. in a gar
den roof, some water retention is needed for vegetation growth. As 
such, garden roof assemblies typically include a water retaining layer 
to retain the rain water in the system for vegetation growth. The water 
retaining layers are typically made of plastic materials shaped in cops 
and molded into a sheet. Once placed over the waterproofing mem
brane, they will retain water in their cup-shaped containers. The size 
and thickness of these water retaining layers are different from one 
manufacturer to another manufacturer, and depending on whether they 
are placed in an extensive or intensive garden roof. 

In addition to from facing the same challenges a plaza deck or IRMA 
assembly face, garden roof have the added disadvantage of having to 
withstand the destructive force of vegetation root growth and micro
bial growth. For this reason, many waterproofing membranes used in 
garden roof assemblies have roof inhibiting chemicals incorporated 
into them. 
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Extensive deterioration of a plaza deck mortar setting bed in a 
closed joint system. The plaza is located in a cold region. 

Shifting and rocking of pedestal suppol1cd pavers 

A conventional roof membrane i.~ typically exposed to the environ 
men!. Granules or coatings arc usually used to UV exposure. 
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